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Office software for banking industry:

How to choose a suitable solution 

addressing the today's challenges
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Best-in-breed online editors for 

banking industry



Trusted by more than

10 000 000 users worldwide



Why ONLYOFFICE Docs 

Expert-level 

functionality

Data security

 and control 

AI assistant

Deep integration into 

your infrastructure

Beneficial terms



Work with all kinds of documents:

bid bond forms

bills

invoices

etc.

contracts

applications

statements

reports

worksheets

Expert-level functionality
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Text documents: all editing operations 

with fonts, styles, text formatting, shapes, 

graphics, tables of contents

Spreadsheets: 450+ functions and formulas, 

charts, graphics, table templates, pivot tables, 

conditional formatting 

Presentations: formatting tools, objects, style 

options, transitions, animations, notes

Fillable forms: various field types, flexible 

settings, recipient roles, export to PDF

PDF files: fillable PDF forms, annotation, 

comments, drawing, navigation tools, printing

Expert-level functionality



Screen Readers 

UI tweaks

Various color modes

Hotkeys

Useful plugins in the editors

▪ Text-to-speech

▪ Speech input

▪ Typograf

▪ Translator 

▪ OCR

Expert-level functionality
Accessibility



Desktop Docs

Expert-level functionality
Maximum compatibility with MS Office files



Flexible access permissions

(editing, viewing, commenting, 

reviewing, etc.)

Fast and Strict co-editing modes

Version history

Track changes

Comments

User mention

Document comparison

Document combination

Expert-level functionality
Document collaboration without disruption



Text messaging in real time 

via built-in chat

Integration with Telegram 

via a special plugin

Audio and video calls via Jitsi 

and Rainbow

Expert-level functionality
Document collaboration without disruption



Personal effectiveness of employees

Legal and accounting: document 

preparation, summarizing reports

Marketing: advertising and testing, PR 

and press releases, idea generation

HR: creating job descriptions

Daily tasks: preparing presentations

Integrated AI assistant:
Chat GPT



Text generation

Text summarization 

Make text longer / shorter/ simpler 

Rewrite text differently

Fix grammar & spelling

Image and keyword generation

Translation

Integrated AI assistant:
Chat GPT



HIPAA compliance GDPR complianceISO 27001 certification HDS certification

Ultimate security:
Compliance with security standards



On your own server In a data center of your choice

EXE, DEB, and RPM packages

Docker image

Docker script

Virtual appliances

Different ways to deploy

1-Click Apps (Digital Ocean, Vultr, Linode)

AMI

Alibaba Cloud Image

Kubernetes

Ultimate security:
Self-hosted



Source code on GitHub:

github.com/ONLYOFFICE

Ultimate security:
Open-source solution

https://github.com/onlyoffice/


HTTPS for traffic encryption

JWT-based protection from unauthorized access 

No personal data stored on servers

End-to-end encryption 

Ultimate security:
Data protection



Password protection

Restriction of document copying, 

downloading, printing

Digital signatures

Watermarking

Ultimate security:
File protection



Spreadsheet protection

Protecting workbook or separate 

sheets from selected actions

Allow editing for specific ranges

Hiding formulas

Locking spreadsheet elements (cells, 

texts, shapes)

Ultimate security:
File protection



Deep integration into your infrastructure:
Ready-to-use connectors (40+)



Well-documented integration API

Support for WOPI protocol

Any deployment model: SaaS / on-premises

All programming languages supported

White Label to deliver the editors under your brand

Deep integration into your infrastructure:
Embedding into your own solution



Platform for document collaboration 

with offices, corporate customers, 

partners, etc.

Customizable rooms for any business 

purpose (Collaboration, Public, Custom)

Flexible access permissions

Working with any office files and content

Advanced security features

Ready integrations (Zoom, WordPress, 

Drupal, Zapier) 

Another option to use the editors:

ONLYOFFICE DocSpace



Easy scalable

Clustering

Regular updates

Professional technical 

assistance

Tailored for private company 

infrastructure

Per connection licensing

Lifetime license 

Beneficial terms



Test ONLYOFFICE Docs 



Thank you! 

Contacts:

sales@onlyoffice.com

partners@onlyoffice.com

www.onlyoffice.com
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